Our Client
In 2009, Newcrest Mining (Newcrest) instigated The Newcrest Enterprise
System Strategy (NESS), a transformation of systems and processes across
the company’s value chain. As a result of the NESS program, Newcrest
needed to address the process of archiving and vaulting the legacy systems
being replaced by the NESS program.
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Our Project
With no formal Enterprise Information Management (EIM) in place,
Newcrest was at an important crossroad.
COSOL’s independent assessment confirmed the need for Newcrest to
embrace an immediate change of strategy on EIM and to use the NESS
program as the catalyst for this change.
Newcrest sought COSOL’s knowledge and pragmatic experience to provide a
detailed archiving plan to address the immediate need within the NESS
program. This was coupled with the delivery of a broader EIM charter and
guiding principles to be used as the foundation for long-term adoption of the
organisation's EIM.
COSOL’s approach was to ensure that the emerging Newcrest Information
Management Policy became the basis for establishing the NESS Data
Archiving Strategy. COSOL provided important short-term outcomes for the
NESS program in the context of the broader EIM issue.

Our Delivery
The NESS program provided the catalyst for a change in approach to EIM.
The NESS program was able to de-risk the delivery of the new Enterprise
Solution by incorporating the COSOL delivered NESS data archiving program.
As Newcrest progresses to the next stage of growth, the importance of
information management continues to increase. Their proactive approach to
EIM has reduced the risks for the company, the directors and management.
Effective data and document control policies are now in place to define and
manage Newcrest's Corporate Memory. These policies add to the company’s
effectiveness and strong reputation in the market.
Contact Us
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